Science Capability 4: Interpret Representations
Curriculum Aims and AO’s
NZC LINKS: The Nature of Science Strand
Aim

Achievement objectives relevant to this resource

Communicating in science
Develop knowledge of the
vocabulary, numeric and symbol
systems, and conventions of science
and use this knowledge to
communicate about their own and
other’s ideas.

L1 & 2:
Build their language and develop their understandings of the many
ways the natural world can be represented.

NZC LINKS: Living World
Aim

Achievement objectives relevant to this resource

Ecology:
Understand the interactions of living
things with each other and with the
non-living environment.

L1 & 2:
Recognise that living things are suited to their particular habitat.

Life Processes
Understand the processes of life and
appreciate the diversity of living
things.

L1 & 2:
Recognise that all living things have certain requirements so that
they can stay alive.

Background
The Marine Metre Squared project is a nationwide “citizen science” initiative that all students,
regardless of level, can particiapte in. It is an easy way to investigate the plants and animals
living on your local seashore. Not only do you get to discover what is living in your marine
backyard, you also get to help scientists around New Zealand in their investigations by simply
sharing what you find. The Mm2 Project involves adopting a beach, and conducting a Mm2 survey
at low tide. Back at school students then upload the information from their survey onto the Mm2
website. The website will produce a pie graph that students can use to interpret and analyse their
information. The following activity, illustrates through key questioning, how you can guide your
Y3/4 students through this interpretation/ analysis process.

Learning Activity
Ensure students can see their survey data and their pie graph.
E.g.

“Sometimes scientists use graphs to help them look at their information. Your information has
been turned into a particular type of graph, lets have a look.”
Direct students’ attention to the graph.
•

What type of graph is this? How do you know?
[Pie Grpah/chart – it is a circular graph that is dived into sections (pieces of pie), each
section represents a different piece of information i.e animal.]

•

What do the differernt colours mean?
[Each colour represents a differernt animal from ‘your’ information collected.]

•

Why are there black lines leading out of each section?
[The lines link each section to the animal name.]

•

What does the number after each animal name mean?
[The number represents how many of that animal was found.]

•

What does the pie graph tell us? (you may need to prompt students to think about the sizes of
each piece/ read the numbers)

[Most popular/common, Least popular/common, Similarities, Differences, Comparisons]
•

How does a pie graph help you interpret/look at the information from your survey?

Has anything been left out of the pie graph? Why?
[responses may include: plants, specims you counted but could not identify; the sketches;
tally marks.]

•

“Point to the title of your pie graph.”
•

What do you think ‘Animal Diverstiy (Abundance/m2) means?
[Diversity means: that there are lots of different kinds. Abundance means: a large amount
of something. M2 means: metre squared, refers to the quandrant/ area surveyed.]

•

Do you think it’s important for this pie graph/pie graphs to have a title/s?
[Yes, the title tells people what the information means. Scientists need to be able to share
their information clearly. “When scientists write about their research for other academics,
they include enough detail of what they have done for others to be able to thoroughly
critique their work.” TKI: Interpreting Represetntations

•

In your opinion, is this a good title for your pie graph? Why?
[Encourage students to back up their thinking with ‘evidence’; this is what scientists do.]

If apporpriate:
• Can you think of a better title for your pie graph?
[record all responses: group collaborates to rename their pie graph.]

What’s important here?
Scientists represent their ideas in a variety of ways, including in complex diagrams and models. In
order to interpret what a representation is showing, we need to understand the conventions that
are used in that representation. We also need to be aware that a representation, including a
diagram, is designed to highlight a particular aspect, and in doing that other information is
omitted or not focussed on.
Understanding and using the literacy practices of science supports students to think in new ways
and supports students to become scientifically literate, i.e., to participate as critical, informed,
and responsible citizens in a society in which science plays a significant role. (This is the
purpose of science in NZC.)

What are we looking for?
•
•
•

Can students articulate what the different elements of the pie chart are representing?
Are they able to recognise the purpose for which a pie graph is used?
Can they successfully "read" a pie graph?

Possible next steps/ Extension Activities
•

•
•
•

Swap data from between groups and observe if they can now independently interpret the
information. Encourage/ extend groups to think about how the data is differernt from their
data? Why? Note down any wonderings.
If you have worked with one group, can they now be mentors and teach other groups/
students about interpreting their pie graph?
Collate data from each group and create a class pie graph. What conclusions can you now
draw about your shoreline? Note down any wonderings.
If appropriate, compare your class data to another classes data. What do you notice?
Why? Note down any wonderings.

